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Divine good is primarily the production of the mature believer but it can also be the production of a 
growing believer and it’s the maximum or most effective production a believer can have in life. 
The production of divine good comes from the source of God directly and it’s produced in us by the 
balance of the filling of the Holy Spirit and biblical truth applied from the believer’s soul inventory of 
truth. 
In spiritual maturity, the mature believer filled with the Holy Spirit can only produce divine good and in 
greater-grace status, the mature believer produces divine good under maximum pressure and undeserved 
suffering.  

Only mature believers produce divine good which is rewardable in eternity. 
 
If we acquire maximum biblical truth in the soul, we’ll produce works in time which will be rewardable 
in eternity. 
 
The production of divine good is related to our honor and integrity. 

Many sincere believers have entered into a system of good works that is not acceptable  
to God; in fact, it contradicts the grace plan  
of God. 
There are many Christians with the gift of  hospitality or helps who have taken their gift beyond its 
function because the gift of helps  
was never designed to control other people. 
The gift of helps was never designed to be a system of dependency, where people rely on  
other people. 

Our dependency is on the Word of God and not on the good that we can do for others or the good that 
can be and will be done for us by people. 
The spiritual gift of helps can never cross over that invisible line to the area of creating  
a dependency. 
The spiritual gift of helps means being filled with the Holy Spirit and occupied with Jesus Christ provides a 
fantastic motivation of doing everything as unto the Lord and does not discriminate regarding who’s being 
helped and even what their attitude may be  
toward you. 

Believers cannot think, apply biblical truth or solve problems through the mind of another person. 
All of our divinely provided assets are designed for us to learn biblical truth and have it circulating in our 
stream of consciousness. 
As believers in Christ, we were designed to counsel ourselves and give ourselves far greater counsel than any 
expert who ever called himself a counselor could. 



There has never been a thought, a problem, a pressure or a disaster in your life that the Word of God has 
not covered and given you answers for. 


